
Ella Foods at Innova Food Park

Situated in a Food Park in Malur, Kolar district we were approached by our client to design

the interiors of the office for Ella Foods.

Owing to the Architecture of the building, its surrounding and nature of business, we took a

call to go with an earthy and modest concept for the interiors. We stuck to neutrals and

incorporated a lot of greys in combination with wood. We went with warm tones of walnuts

with matt grey laminates for the carpentry and shelving.

At the time of taking on the projects, the flooring was already done and kota stone had been

used for the common areas. We designed the rest of the interiors keeping the kota stone

flooring in mind. We contrasted it with walnut tones of SPC flooring in the cabins and board

rooms for convenience and to add warmth to the space.

The main door was designed to be sleek and smart with vertical spindles on the door all

finished in a pleasant matt grey duco with long handles that fit seamlessly on the leaves of

the door.

The waiting lounge houses a custom made reception table made with grey laminate and

wooden panels behind which is a simple display unit for their products.

We walk into the work station area sleek office furniture from featherlite is used with

custom shelving for storage. The end of the workstation has a small discussion area.

This project was almost a renovation project. A lot of civil changes were made to bring in

light and transparency. Bringing down the walls and adding glass partitions were a total

game changer, it integrated the whole space and made it feel much more spacious and

lighter on the eye. Stickering was done on the glass partitions to achieve privacy while

maintaining transparency.

The two of the conference rooms are treated in a similar manner with wooden strips

running horizontally over the walls and continue onto the ceiling. Light inserts within these

wooden strips add an edge to the space. The third conference room has a more cozy feel to

it with a half wall treated with wooden panelling and artwork above.

All the art is representative of the natural products used by the company in the

manufacturing of their products. They are antique informative prints of spices like turmeric,

chilli, pepper etc.

The Md’s cabin also follows the same colour theme of neutrals – grey and wood. A trendy

yet functional table that is custom made with the use of tan leather is what you see as soon

as you enter the room. Classic tan sofas for his visitors stand out next to the exposed

concrete finish texture painted wall.

The upper floor also houses 2 guest bedrooms and are cosy, contemporary and comfortable.



PROJECT DETAILS:

Designed by: Atelier 108 in collaboration with Studio Skapa Architects

Instagram Handle : atelier_108  and studioskapa.architects

Photography: Nayan Soni

Date of Completion: June 2022

Area: -- sft (Please get a rough calculation from the cad plans)

Furniture:  featherlite, ovion and Herman miller


